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I. THE RESULTANT
1. The Resultant is denned in the first instance with respect to n
homogeneous polynomials Flt F2, •••, Fn in n variables, of degrees lx, l2,
..., 4, each polynomial being complete in all its terms with literal coefficients, all different. The resultant of any n given homogeneous
polynomials in n variables is the value which the resultant in the
general case assumes for the given case. The resultant of n given nonhomogeneous polynomials in n — \ variables is the resultant of the
corresponding homogeneous polynomials of the same degrees obtained
by introducing a variable x0 of homogeneity.
Definitions. An elementary member of the module (Fly F2, ..., Fn)
is any member of the type wi^ (i = l, 2, ..., ri), where w is any power
product of #!, #2, ..., an. What is and what is not an elementary
member depends on the basis chosen for the module.
The total number of elementary members of an assigned degree is
evidently finite.
The diagram below represents the array of the coefficients of all
elementary members of (Fl9 F2, ..., Fn) of degree t, arranged under

/

the power products wfl, a>2W, ..., <*>,/) of degree t i p =
co^) o)2W
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Each row of the array, in association with co^, a>2W, ..., w^\ represents an elementary member of degree t; and the rows of the array
corresponding to Fi all consist of the same elements (the coefficients of
Fi and zeros) but in different columns.
Any member F=X1F1 + X2F2 + ... + XnFn of degree t is evidently a linear combination A-^i^ + A2u>2 JPX + ... + hpu)pFi + ... + \u9Fn
of elementary members of degree t, and is represented by the above
array when bordered by A1? A2, ..., Ap on the left, where A1? A2, ..., Ap
are the coefficients of Xly X2, •••, Xn, some of which may be zeros.
This bordered array also shows in a convenient way the whole coefficients of the terms of F, viz. 2Aa, %Xb, ..., 2A#.
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These remarks and definitions are equally applicable to any module
(Flf F2, ..., FTC) of homogeneous or non-homogeneous polynomials;
but the following definition applies only to the particular module
(Fl9 F2, ..., Fn).
The resultant B of Fl9 F2, ..., Fnis the H.C.F. of the determinants
of the above array for degree t = l+l, where / = h +l2 + ... + 4 - n . It
will be shown (§ 7) that B is homogeneous and of degree lj2 .:.lnjk in
the coefficients of Ft (i= 1, 2, ..., n).
2. Resultant of t w o homogeneous polynomials in t w o
variables.
Fx = dxXi1 + b1Xil~1x2 + ... + k1x2l\

Let

JJ 2 ~~ f&2 &1

'

' C&2 &2

'''

j

/r=/1+4-2.
The array of the coefficients of all elementary members of (Fl9 F2)
of degree 1 + 1, viz. x,h~xFl9 xt~*x2Fl9 ...x2h~^Fl9 x^F^...,
x2h~xF2y
has l2 rows corresponding to F1 and lY rows corresponding to F2, and
the same number lx + l2 of rows in all as columns. The resultant B is
therefore the determinant of this array. The array is
fl + D- a + i)

+ 1)
,(*h+i
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On the right are written the elementary members which the rows
represent. Thus, neglecting the left hand border, we may regard
the diagram as a set of 1 + 2 identical equations for
, <w-i)

, (i+D

(i+D
°l + 2'

Solving them we have
B^l-¥1)=AilF1
+ AiiF2
(i = l,2, . . . , ; + 2),
where Ail9 Ai2 are polynomials whose coefficients are whole functions
of the coefficients of Fl9 F2. Hence
B«P + 1) = 0 mod

(Fl9Fa),
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where w (;+1) is any power product of 0u\ , th2 of degree I + 1.
expresses the first important property of R.

This

3. Irreducibility of /?. The general expression for the
resultant R is irreducible in the sense that it cannot be resolved
into two factors each of which is a whole function of the coefficients
of Fi, F2. When this has been proved it follows that any whole
function of the coefficients of Fl9 F2 which vanishes as a consequence
of R vanishing must be divisible by R.
R has a term a^ a2l obtained from the diagonal of the determinant, and this is the only term of R containing a2l\ Also, when
a1 = 0J R has a term '(— 1) 2k2b12a21~1, and this is the only term
of R containing a2l] ~l when aY = 0. Hence, when R is expanded
in powers of a2 to two terms, we have
B = a1ha2ll + ba2ll~1 + ...,
where
b = ( - l)h k2 bt mod aY.
Hence if R can be written as a product of two factors, we have
R = (a1Pla2P2+...)(a1q>a2(h +...),
where px + q1 = l2 and p2 + q2= h, and either px or qY is zero ; for otherwise the coefficient b of at~x would be zero or divisible by a1} which
is not the case. Hence one of the factors of R is independent of the
coefficients of Fu since both factors must be homogeneous in the
coefficients of F1. Similarly one of the factors must be independent
of the coefficients of F2i i.e.
R = (a±h +....) (a2h +...) = a±h a2\
since the whole coefficient of aY 2 in R is a2 \ and of a21 is a^.
not true; hence R is irreducible.

This is

4. The necessary and sufficient condition that the equations
F1 = F2 = 0 may have a proper solution (i.e. a solution other than
•ffl\ — iV = 0) is the vanishing of R.
This is the fundamental property of the resultant. If the
equations Fx =F2 = 0 have a solution other than xx =%2 = 0 it follows
from
Rw,l+1 = 0 mod (Fu F2), Rx2l+1 = 0 mod (Fu F2),
that R=0, by giving to xu x2 the values (not both zero) which
satisfy the equations F± = F2 = 0.
Conversely if R = 0 we can choose X1? A2, ..., Xl+2 so that the
sum of their products with the elements in each column of the
2
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determinant R vanishes. Multiplying each sum by the power product
corresponding to its column, and adding by rows, we have
( A 1 ^ - 1 + X a ^- 2 fl? s + ... +

Xhx2h~1)F1

+ fo+iffi*1"^ • • • + A*+2 x^1) F2 = 0,
where \lt A2, ... Xl+2 do not all vanish. Hence, since Xlx^2~1 + ... is
of less degree than F2i F1 must have a factor in common with F2,
and the equations F1 = F2 = 0 have a proper solution.
In the following article another proof is given which can be
extended more easily to any number of variables.
5. When B=\=0 there are 1+2 linearly independent members of
(FUF2) of degree l+l, and / of degree I. When B = 0 there are
only l+l linearly independent members of degree l+l and still
I of degree I, i.e. in each case 1 less than the number of terms in
a polynomial of degree l+l and I respectively. Hence there will
be one and only one identical linear relation between the coefficients
of the general member of (F1} F2) whether of degree / + 1 or /.
Let this identical relation for degree I + 1 be
Cl+i,o %l+i,o + CitlZitl+

. . . +CQti+1 ZQti+1 = 0 ,

where zitJ denotes the coefficient of X\ oc2 i n the general member
of (FlyF2) of degree i+j, and the citj are constants. Then, if
F is the general member
Zi,o Xi + Zi-ltl

Mi'1

X2 + . . . + Z0>1 X2l

of (FUF2) of degree /, xYF is a member of degree / + 1 whose
coefficients must satisfy the relation above. Hence
^ + 1 , 0 ^ , 0 + ^ , 1 ^ - 1 , 1 + ••• + C i , i * M = 0 .

Similarly
ct> iZh0 + cZ-lt 2 z z - l t 1+ ...+c0i i+1 z0t i = 0,
since x2F is a member of {F1,F2) of degree l+l.
These two
relations must be equivalent to one only, since only one identical
relation exists for degree /. Hence we have
0Z,1

<4-l,2

^O.Z+l

a

2

i.e. Ci+lt0, ci}1,'..., c0yi+1 are proportional to all+1) a/a 2 , ..., a 2 m .
the original identical relation may be written
Zi+i,o *i+1

+ Zi,i « i ^ 2 + ••• + Z0Ml

Hence

a2l+1 = 0 ,

showing that the general member Zi+1>0Xi+1 + ... of (Fl9F2) of
degree l+l vanishes when X\ — Otj, QC2 — CL2, and that the equations
F1 = F2~Q have the proper solution (al5 a2). The theorem being
thus proved true in general is assumed to be true in particular.
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6. Resultant of n homogeneous polynomials in n
variables.
The general theory of t h e resultant to be now given is exactly
parallel to t h a t already given for two variables, although it involves
points of much greater difficulty as might be expected. Another
method of exposition depending on a different definition of t h e
resultant is given in (K, p. 260 ff.).
Let Fu F2, ..., Fn be n homogeneous polynomials of degrees
k>h,---,L
of which all the coefficients are different letters. I n
particular, let alya2, ..., an be t h e coefficients of
F1,F2i...,Fn
respectively, and cl9 c2i ..., cn t h e constant terms of
FUF2, *--)Fn when xn is p u t equal to 1, so t h a t cn = an. L e t
I— Zx + l2 + • • • + 4 - w, L — lYl2...ln, L\ — L/li, L2 = Ljl2, ... Ln — Ljln.
The resultant B of FUF2, ...,Fn has already been defined (§1)
as t h e H. C.F. of t h e determinants of t h e array of t h e coefficients
of all elementary members of (Fl9 F2i ..., Fn) of degree l+l.
W e shall first consider a particular determinant D of t h e array,
viz. t h a t representing ( § 1 ) t h e polynomial
X<°> F1 + X® F2+...+ X ^ Fn of degree 1+1,
where X^ denotes a polynomial in which all terms divisible by
Xi or x2 2 ... or Xil are absent, which may be expressed by saying
that X ( i ) is reduced in X\, x 2 , ..., Xi . The polynomial
X® Fx + XV F2 + ... + X*W Fn
is represented by t h e bordered array
mJ'«) 0 ) / + !)

aY
a2

K
+3)

{l+1

h
h

w

a^

o )/x (* +

h

)
= i»iF1

= <»2F1
=

w

j a ^

( +1)

where <D/ , <»2 \ .•., <«v * are all the power products of xu x2,..., xn of
degree I + 1, and X2, A2, ..., X^ are the coefficients of X ( 0 ) , X ( 1 ) , . . . , X^n~l\
That this array has t h e same number /x of rows as columns is seen
from the fact that one and only one of the elements a1}a-2, ..., an* (the
coefficients of x1\x22,
...,xnn
in Fu F2, ...,Fn)
occurs in each row
and each column. This is evident as regards t h e rows. To prove
* These are not the same as the a1} a2,..., an in the first column of the array.
The latter should be represented by some other symbols.
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that the same is true of the columns, we notice firstly that there
is no power product <D(1+1) of degree I + 1 reduced in all the variables,
• • • ^"11
for the highest power product of this kind IS X-± X2
which is of degree I<l+l ; and secondly, if we put every coefficient
of F1} F2, ..., Fn, except only al} a2, ..., an, equal to zero, the
diagram will represent the polynomial
JH°> <h xt + J W a2 x2h + ... + Xln-V an xn\
in which each power product u>il+1) occurs once and once only, so
that one and only one element al9 a29 ~>,an occurs in each column
of D.
Thus D when expanded has a term ± af1 a2*. •. a/ n , where /^ is
the number of terms in Jf (*-1), and by saying that the coefficient
of this term in D is to be + 1 we remove any ambiguity as to the
sign of D. Also it is to be noted that D vanishes when cl9 c29 • ••, cn
all vanish, for the column of D corresponding to xnl+1 contains no
elements other than cl9 c2, • ••, cn and zeros.
Regarding the diagram as giving /* identical equations for
and solving, we have
Dt»w = 0mod(Fl9 F99 ...,Fn),
where <»{l+1) is any power product of xl9 x29 ...9 xn of degree Z+l.
It can be proved that the factors of D other than R can be divided
out of this congruence equation, so that
B^l+1) = 0 mod (Fl9 F9,..., Fn) ;
but this will not be assumed in what follows*.
7. The number of rows in I) corresponding to Fn is the number
of terms in X^l
But X ^ is of degree I + 1 - ln or
(4-1) + (4-i) + ...+(4-i-U
and its terms consist of all the power products in
(i + ^ + ... + ^ i _ 1 ) . . . ( i + ^ _ 1 + ... + ^ r 1 ~ 1 )
each multiplied by a power of xn; hence the number of the terms is
l1l2...ln-1 = Ln. Thus D is homogeneous and of degree Ln in the
* No proof of this has been published so far as I know. It can be proved that
if A is any whole function of the coefficients of F1, F2, ..., Fn not divisible by R,
and AF = 0 mod (F1,F2, ... , Fn), then F = O m o d ^ , F2, ...9Fn).
Hence from
Dw(H-i) = Omod [Fl9 F2, ..., Fn) we have RaW) = 0 mod (Flt F2, ..., Fn).
The
condition that A is not divisible by R is not needed if F is of degree ^ I.
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coefficients of Fn, and homogeneous and of degree > Lt in the
coefficients of Fi(i= 1,2, . . . , w - l ) . It follows that R, which is a
factor of D, is at most of degree Ln in the coefficients of Fn. We
shall prove that R is of this degree, and consequently of degree Lt in
the coefficients of Fi.
Let D' be any other non-vanishing determinant of the array, viz.
»^+1)

wJl+1l

P+l)

w

, ./Co

bi

•Mir

This represents the polynomial A1F1 + A2F2 + ... + AnFn, in which
alya2j ..., a7l are the (arbitrarily chosen) coefficients of Ax, A2, --,An
which are not zeros. Choose A1? A2, ..., A^ in the previous diagram
so that we have identically
XMF1 + XUF2+...+X^Fn

= A1F1 +

A2F2+...+AnFn.

This gives, by equating coefficients of power products on both sides,
as equations for Ax, A2, ..., A^; and they have a unique solution,
since D does not vanish.
Let ( J denote the determinant of the substitution corresponding
to the solution of the above equations for K,K, •••> V as linear
functions of a1} a2, ..., a^. Then if we put
2 A $ = %aa' = A/, %\b = ^ab'— \2 ,

-,

^Xk~^ak'

= A,/

we have

by the rule of successive substitutions, or the rule for multiplying
determinants. Hence
D

\a) *

Now we can find the solution for \l9 A2, ..., A^, or the solution of
X®F1 + XUF2 + ...+X(n-VFn

= A1F1 +

A2F2+...+AnFn,

in the following way. First solve the equation
Y® F1 + YU F2+... + Y(n-v Fn^ + X ^

= An
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1

for the unknowns F<°>, F* *, ..., Y ^ X ^ l
This equation has a
unique solution, since the more particular equation
F<°> x,h + FW x2h + ... + F<w_2> > - ; + X^"1* =• 4 „
has a unique solution (for any given polynomial An can be expressed
in one and only one way in the form on the left) and shows that the
number of the coefficients of F<°>, FW, ..., F<*"2>, X ^ is equal to the
number of equations they have to satisfy.
Substituting the value thus found for X (w_1) in the equation
X^Fl + X^F2 +...+Xi»-*Fn = A1F1 +
A2F2+...+AnFn,
it becomes
X<°> F, + J W F2 + ... + X<w-2) i^_ x
= {A, + F<°> i ^ ) # + . . . + ( 4 ^ + F(»-») i'7.) Fn-U
where F (0) , F(1), ..., Y{n~2) have been found. Next solve the equation
Z® F1 + ZW ^ + ... + Z<*-8> i^_ 2 + JE>-8> = 4 n -i + F^"9) i ^ ,
which has a unique solution for Z^\ Z®, ...,Z<n~3>, X^l
We can
proceed in this way till X{0), X{1\ ...,X (,l_1) , i.e. \ u X2, ••, K> n a v e a ^
been found.
In this method of solving the unknowns on the left are associated
with Fl9 F2, ..., Fn-i only and not with Fn.

Hence ( j is a rational

function of the coefficients of Fl9 F2, •-., Fn whose denominator is
independent of the coefficients of Fn, and the same is therefore true
of yr = ( ).

Hence every determinant D' of the array has a factor

in common with D which is of degree Ln in the coefficients of Fn.
The resultant R} which is the H.C.F. of all the determinants D\ is
therefore of degree L{ in the coefficients of Fi (i = 1, 2,..., n).
If we put D = AR, A is called the extraneous facto?" of D. We
have proved that A is independent of the coefficients of Fn ; and it
is proved at the end of § 8 that A depends only on the coefficients of
(Fly F2, ..., i^-i)a;n=0.
8. Properties of the Resultant. Since D has a term
a/-1... a/n (§ 6) R has a term af1 a2L*... anL\
This is called the
leading term of R.
Since D vanishes when cu c2i ..., cn all vanish (§ 6) the same is true
of R ; for D=AR and A is independent of cl5 c2, •••, cn.
The extraneous factor A of D is a minor of D, viz. the minor
obtained by omitting all the columns of D corresponding to power
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products reduced in n-1 of the variables and the rows which contain
the elements a1,a2, -..,an i>n the omitted columns (M2, p. 14). Thus
D/A, where A is this minor of D, is an explicit expression for R.
Each coefficient a of Fl9 F2i • , Fn is said to have a certain
numerical tveight, equal to the index of the power of one particular
variable (say xn) in the term of which a is the coefficient. In the case
of non-homogeneous polynomials the variable chosen is generally the
variable x0 of homogeneity. Also the weight of aP is denned as p
times the weight of a, and the weight of apbqcr... as the sum of the
weights of a?, bq, cr, .... A whole function of the coefficients is said to
be isobaric when all its terms are of the same weight.
The resultant is isobaric and of iveight L. Assign to xu x2,..., xn
the weights 0, 0, ...,0, 1. Then the coefficients of Fl9
F2,...,Fn
have the same weights as the power products of which they are the
coefficients. The ^th row of the determinant D represents the polynomial ^ i ^ = ^ a ) / m ) + ^ ( o / m ) + . . . + ^ w / + 1 ) .
Thus the weights
of ctijbi, ...,ki are less than the weights of o>il+1\ <D2(1+1\ . . . , O J ^ + 1 )
respectively by the same amount, viz. the weight of t^. Hence, on
expanding D, the weight of any term is less than the sum of the
weights of co/ m ) , w 2 ( m ) , ..., w/*+1) by the sum of the weights
of <*>i, <*>2, ..., Q)^; i.e. D is isobaric. Again, if in D each letter a is
changed to auq, where q is the weight of a, D becomes Duw, where w
is the weight of D ; and consequently if D be expressed as a product
of whole factors each factor must be isobaric. Thus R is isobaric and
its weight is that of its leading term a1 ] a2L* ... anLny which is lnLn = L.
The weight of D is the weight of a1flla2'1* ... a/ n , which is also L,
since/*„ = .£„.
The whole coefficient of a-^a** ... a^1 in R is anLn. For the
coefficient must be a whole function of the coefficients of Fn only of
degree Ln and weight lnLni and an is the only coefficient of Fn of
weight ln.
A more general result (§ 9) is that the whole coefficient of anLn in R is
Rnn ivhere Rn is the resultant of (Fu F2, •••, i^-Oa^o- Hence
also the whole coefficient of arLr a^1... anLnis Rrlrh+1-'ln where Rr is
the resultant of(Fl9 F2, ..., i^-i)a>=...=*n=o.
Since the weights of D and R are the same the iveight of the
extraneous factor A ofD is zero. This, taken in conjunction with the
fact that A is independent of the coefficients of Fn, shows that A is a
whole function of the coefficients of(F1, F2, ..., Fn-i)xn=o only.
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9. The resultant of Fl9 F2, ..., Fn is irreducible and invariant.
It has been proved that the resultant is irreducible when n = 2 (§ 3) ;
and the proof can be extended to the general case by induction.
Let 74 = the resultant of (Fl9 F2, ..., ^ - 1 ) ^ = 0 ;
i^0 = the resultant of the homogeneous polynomials FJ°\
F2{0\ ..., F^\ in xly x2, ...,xn-2,x0 obtained from Fl9
F2, ..., Fn-! by changing xn-l9 xn to # n -i# 0 , xnx0;
E' = the resultant of F1, F2, ..., Fn^, Fn';
B0 = the resultant of F0, Fn\ two polynomials m xn—i, xn \
JJI

li = L*2 l2= ... = h n-i ln-i — l\ l2 • • • tn-i = ±jn.

Finally let Oj, a2, .., an, cu c29 ••-, cn-i denote the same coefficients
of Fu F2, ..., i ^ as in § 6. We assume En irreducible and have to
prove that E is irreducible.
F0 is of weight Ln in the coefficients of F^\ F^\ . . . , ^ / a n d
each coefficient is a homogeneous polynomial in xn-.l9 xn of degree
equal to its weight in reference to x0. Hence
-Fo= **-Xn_^ + JjXn_^

Xn+**»,

where A, B,... are whole functions of the coefficients of Fl9 F29 ..., Fn-i
of the same dimensions as En. When xn = 0, F0 becomes the resultant
ot(F1®,Fa®,...,Ff}»1)XnSs0,
viz. Enx^_i;
hence A = En. Also the
whole coefficient of a^x' a2L* •»aJ^™~2 in F0 is a'^-i'i where a'w_i is
the coefficient of #</«-i in F^x (§ 8), viz.
Hence i? has a term Il%-\ a/J1... a^~2 an-T * ^

an(

^ cannot be divisible

by Bn, since i2w does not involve b. Hence we find that
Fo = Bn&1

+ BafcT11xn +...

where B is neither zero nor divisible by En.
Now if E' vanishes one of the solutions of Fn = 0 for xn-x: xn will
be the same as in one of the solutions of Fi= ... = Fn-Y = 0 (§ 10), and
will therefore be a solution of F0 = 0; i.e. E' = 0 requires E0 = 0, and
E0 is divisible by each irreducible factor of E'. But (§ 3)
E0 = EnlnanLn + B'a^n~x + ..., where5' = ( - l)lnknBIn mod 74,
so that B' is neither zero nor divisible by En. Hence, as in § 3, EQ
has an irreducible factor of the form Enna^ + ..-, and has no other
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factor involving the coefficients of F1} F2, ..., i^_i. This must
therefore be a factor of E.
Again E is what B becomes when all the coefficients of FH other
than those of Fn' are put equal to zero. Hence B has an irreducible
factor of the form Bnlnanq + ..., where q >p. The remaining factor of
B is independent of the coefficients of FlyF2, ..., Fn-ly and therefore
also of the coefficients of Fn when n > 2. Hence i2 is irreducible.
It easily follows that B is invariant for a homogeneous linear
substitution whose determinant ( ,] does not vanish.

Suppose that

B = 0 and that this is the only relation existing between the
coefficients of Fly F2, ..., Fn.
Then not more than one relation
can exist between the coefficients of Fi, F2, •. •, Fn\ the polynomials into which Flf F2, ..., Fn transform. Since B = 0 there
are less than //. linearly independent members of (Fl9 F2, ..., Fn)
of degree l+l and therefore less than //, linearly independent
members of (Fi, F2, ...,Fn') of degree l+l, and the only single
relation between the coefficients of Fi, F2, ..., Fn' which will admit
this is E = 0. Hence B = 0 requires E = 0, and E is divisible by
B. The remaining factor of E is independent of the coefficients of
Fj, F2, ...,Fn, and can be shown to be ( ,) . A proof that B is
invariant without assuming it irreducible is given in (E, p. 17).
10. The necessary and sufficient condition that the equations
Fi = F2= ... = Fn — 0 may have a proper solution is the vanishing

of B.
In the general case, when the coefficients are letters,
ABxnl+1~o mod ( # , F 2 , ...,Fn).
Put xn = 1 and change* Ci to d — Fi(i = li2,...,n);
then A does not
change, being independent of cl9c29 -.>,cn (§8); but B changes to
B- J-ii^i - A2F2- ...- AnFn, and this must vanish ; hence
B =
Qmod(F1)F2,...,Fn)Xn=1.
Hence B vanishes if the equations F1 = F2 = ... = Fn - 0 have a
solution in which %n = l, i.e. if they have a proper solution.
To prove that i2=0 is a sufficient condition, we shall assume that ^ = 0
is the only relation existing between the coefficients of Fl9 F2, ..., Fn.
There are then less than p linearly independent members of
(Fu F2i..., JPW) of degree 1+ 1. Hence the coefficients Zpup2,...,Pn of
* Called the Kronecker substitution.
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the general member of degree I + 1 must satisfy an identical linear
relation
The coefficients of the general member of degree I also satisfy one
•and only one identical linear relation, whether B vanishes or not. To
prove this it has to be shown that the number iV^of linearly independent
members oi(FlyF2,-..,FH)
of degree I is 1 less than the number p
•of power products of degree L If no relation exists between the
coefficients of Fu F29 ••• ,Fn the equation
X®A + X® F2 + ... + X^Fn
= A,F, + A2F2+...+
AnFn
<can always be solved by the method of § 7, where Aly A2y ••-, An are
.arbitrary given polynomials. Hence AT is not greater than the number
.of coefficients in X<°>, X^\ ..., X * ^ , or in
! % / • + X^x.h + . • • + X ^ - W s
viz. p - 1 , since, when this expression is of degree I, every power
occurs once and only once in it.
product except x1l~1x2 a"1...a?TO
Hence N^p- 1.
Any particularity in Fx, F2, • •., Fn can only affect the value of N by
•diminishing it. Hence for the remainder of the proof it will be sufficient
to show that N= p — 1 in a particular example in which B = 0. Let

F1=(x1-ati)xll-\
F2=(x2-x3)x2h~\...,
Fn = (xn-x1)
xnln~\
Then B = 0 since the equations F1 = i^2 = • • • = Fn = 0 have the proper
solution ^ = x2= ... = xn = 1. Let x-^lx22... xPu be any power product of
degree /. If p1 ^ h change x^lxPi to xlx~~1 x 2 % where px +p2 = lx - 1 + q2;
this is equivalent to changing x^xf2 ...xnPn to xPlx2v*... #/™ + J . ^ .
Again if q2 ^ 4 change x2" xp* to x22~1xsqa; and if g2 < /2 proceed to the
first pr^ lr and change xPrxVr^
to xrlr~1x^
. If we continue this
process, going round the cycle xly x2, ...}xn as many times as is
necessary, the power product X\ X2 • • • Xn will eventually become
changed to X\ X2
»• • Xn n . Hence these two power products are
congruent mod (F1} F2i ..., Fn), while neither of them is a member
of (JP\, F2i ...,JP W ), since they do not vanish when xx=
...=xn=l.
Hence N= p- 1.
Let F= %Zq1,Q2,...,qn%iqi%2q2 • •• ^/ ,1, be the general member of
{Fl9F2, --,Fn) of degree / ; then x{F is a member of degree / + 1
in which the coefficient of x?xx22.... # / n is ^ , ^ , . . . , ^ - 1 , . . . , ^ . Hence
^CPI,332,-..,P»^PI»-»P*-I»->^»

^

~ 0

Sc9lfga,,..,g<+l,..<fgn«gifg[af...fgn = 0

^=

1, 2 ,

...,

w),

( f = l , 2, . • . , 7l).
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These n equations in Zgltg.2,...,qn are therefore equivalent to one only;
and the continued ratio cqi+i,q2,...,qn:cqitq2+it...tqn:
... :cqi,q2,...,qn+i is
the same for all sets of values of #i, ^2> •••> <?« whose sum is /.
Equating to ax: a2 :...: anj it follows that cPltP2t...tPn is proportional
to a ^ a / 2 . . . a/n (p1 + p2 + ... + pn = 1 + 1). Hence it follows that
(au a2, ..., aw) is a solution of the equations F1 = F2~ ... = Fn = 0.
11. T h e Product Theorem. J / i ^ «'s ^ product of tivo
polynomials Fn', Fn", the resultant B of Fu F2, ..., Fn is the product
of the resultants B', B" of Fu F2, ..., Fn' and F1,F2,..., Fn".
For in the general case B and B" are irreducible, and if either
vanishes B vanishes. Hence B is divisible by B'B". Also it can be
easily verified that the leading terms of B and BB" are identical.
Hence B = B'B".
This result can easily be extended to the case in which any or all
of Flf F2) ..., Fn resolve into two or more factors.
If Fu F2, .--,Fn are all members of the module (Fi, F2, ...,i^')
the resultant B of Fl9 F2>..., Fn is divisible by the resultant B' of
Fi, F2\ ..., F*. For if B = 0 then B = 0.
12. Solution of Equations by means of the Resultant.
The method of the resultant for solving equations can only be applied
in what is called the principal case, that is, the case in which the
number r of the equations is not greater than the number n of the
unknowns, and the resultant F0 of the equations with respect to-x u x2i
..., xr-Y (after a linear substitution of the unknowns) does not vanish
identically. When F0 vanishes identically the method of the resultant
fails, but the equations can be solved by the method of the resolvent,
due to -Kronecker, as explained later. The method of the resolvent is
also applicable to any number of equations whether greater or less than
the number of unknowns.
Homogeneous Equations. Let the equations be F1 = F2 =... =Fr=0
of degrees ll9 l2, ..., lri where r ^ n. We assume that their resultant
F0 with respect to xlt x2, ..., xr_x does not vanish. We regard x1} x2j
..., xr as the unknowns, the solutions being functions of xr+1, ..., xn.
But instead of solving for one of the unknowns xu x2, ..., xr we solve
for a linear combination of them, viz. for x—u1x1 + u2x2+ ... + urxr*
where ul9 u2j ..., ur are undetermined quantities. Let Fu stand for
a-u1x1-u2x2... - u r x r . Then we regard FY = F2 = ... = Fr = Fu=0
* Called the Liouville substitution.
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as the given system of equations with
as unknowns, and
their resultant F0{u) with respect to 0C\, x2, • • • j x^ gives the equation
F^ = 0iovx.
Definition. F0(u) is called the u-resultant of (Fl9 F2, ..., Fr).
Applying the reasoning of § 9 it is seen that F0 is the resultant
(with respect t o . ^ , ..., xr-l9 x0) of Fl9 F2, ...,Fr when xr,xr+1, ...,xn.
are changed to JUrf tZ/Q , Xf^_\ tZ/Q , * * * J «^7l )
and is a homogeneous polynomial
in xri xr+1, ..., xn of degree L=IJ2 ... 4> viz.
XQ

where Er+1 is the resultant of (Fl9 F2, ..., Fr)Xr+l=:..,=Xn=o, and does
not vanish; for a homogeneous substitution beforehand between
xr, xr+1, ..., xn only would be carried through to FQ.
Similarly F0{u) is the resultant (with respect to
JP\, i^2, -.., i^., - ^ when #, # r+1 , ..., xn are changed to xx0i
xr+1x0,...,
xnx0, and is a homogeneous polynomial H'r+1xL + ... in #, #v+i, ..., ^
where E'r+1 is the resultant of (Fl9 F2, ..., Fr, Fu)Xr+1=...=Xn=o. It is*
easily seen* that B'r+1 = Br+1. Hence
F0{u) = Rr+i xL + . • •, where Er+1 * 0.
To each solution xr = xrt of -F0 = 0 corresponds a solution ( ^ , ^ 2 ^
..., #r£) of the equations F± = F2 = ... = Fr = 0 for ^ , #2, • ••, #V (§ 10).
There are therefore Z solutions altogether, and they are all finite,
since Er+1 + 0.
Similarly to each of the L solutions X — X>i of F^ = 0 there corresponds a solution (xli9 x2i, ...,xri, Xi) of Fi = ... = Fr = Fu = 0; and as
regards (ali9 x2i, ..., xri) the L solutions must be the same as those
obtained by solving F0= 0. Hence it follows that
Xi -— U\ X\i ~T~ U2 X2i + . . . "T" Uy Xyi,

where xli9 x2i, ..., xri are independent of
u)

F^ = Br+1 TL(x- mxu - ... - urxri)

Hence
(i = 1, 2, ..., L).

Thus F^ is a product of L factors ivhick are linear i n Xj U\, u2 y
..., ur, and the coefficients of ul9 u2y • ••, ur in each factor supply a
solution of the equations i ^ = F2= .• • = Fr = 0.
Also the number of solutions is either L = lYl2...lr or infinite, the
latter being the case when FQ vanishes identically.
* By introducing a as coefficient of x in Fu it is seen that R'r+i is divisible by
aL by considering weight with respect to x. Also the whole coefficient of aL in
R'r+1 is Rr+i (§ 8). Hence R'r+\ = aL Rr+1 = Rr+1.
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If DMis the determinant for (Flt Fi} •••, Fr, F„), regarding X\,X2, • ••>
xrj x0 as the variables, like the D of § 6, we have Du = AF0{ul The extraneous factor A depends only on the coefficients of (Fl9 F2, ..., Fr)Xo=a9
that is, of (F1} F2, ..., Fr)xr+l = ...=Xn=o. Hence A is a pure constant,
independent of xr+1, ..-,xn and ofui, u2, ..., ur, and we may take Du = 0
as the equation for x.
Definition. The number of times a linear factor
is repeated in F0{u) or Du is called the multiplicity of the solution
.(xu, x2i, ..., xri). This term has a definite geometrical interpretation;
it is the number of solutions or points, in the general case distinct,
which come into coincidence with a particular solution or point in the
particular example considered.
In the case of n homogeneous equations in n unknowns such that
B=^0, the complete solution consists of the non-proper solution
(0, 0, ..., 0) with multiplicity L = l±l2 ... 4•
Non-homogeneous Equations. In the case of non-homogeneous
equations a linear substitution beforehand affects only a?lf x2, ..., xn
and not the variable x0 of homogeneity. Hence it is possible for Er + 1
to vanish identically, while F0 and F0{u) do not, no matter what the
original substitution may be. In this case there is a diminution in the
number of finite solutions for x, but not in the number of linear factors
of F0{ul To a factor uYxu + u2x2i + ... + urxri of F0{u) not involving x
corresponds what is called an infinite solution of FY = F2 = ... = Fr = 0
in the ratio xu :x2i : ... :xri.
Infinite solutions are however nonexistent in the theory of modular systems (§ 42). An extreme case is
that in which F0{u) does not vanish identically, but is independent of x,
when all the L solutions are at infinity.
It may happen that a system of non-homogeneous equations has
only a finite number of finite solutions while the resultant F0 vanishes
identically. In such a case the method of the resultant fails to give
the solutions.
Example.
The equations x* = x2 + x1 x3 = x3 + xYx2 — 0 have the
finite solution X~i — X2 — X$ = 0 ; but the resultant vanishes identically
because the corresponding homogeneous equations
,

'

X\

—- XQX2

• X\X3

— XQX$ T XIX2

-— \)

are satisfied by xQ = x1 = 0, a system of two independent equations only.
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